MOLECULAR PRESENTATIONS
Cubic Hydration and the Spontaneous Formation of Proteins
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Dedicated to the late Professors Carl Djerassi and William S. Johnson of Stanford University.
One of the most complex processes in the living cell is the spontaneous assembly of
polypeptides into proteins. Water is believed to be involved, but, transitions are so
rapid, that it has been difficult to define precisely how.
Recently, David Baker and Minkyung Baek reported the development of a computer program
which stores structural information on thousands of proteins and uses it to derive the spatial
structures for new proteins based solely on aminoacid sequences.1 It was a momentous
achievement, but did not address the water question.
Actually, it was in the 1950s when Christian Anfinsen performed the classical experiments which suggested
that it is the sequence of aminoacids in polypeptides which define how they wrap spontantaneously into specific protein structures.2 When urea was added to an aqueous solution of
an enzymatic protein, it unwrapped to form the linear polypeptide, and then, with urea removed
by dialysis, the polypeptide reassembled into the active enzyme. Based on the result,
Christian and others concluded that urea must be binding to the protein to induce the
unwrapping. However, subsequent studies demonstrated that urea does not bind
to proteins - instead, it binds to water molecules 3 - it prevents freezing at 0o C and the
formation of ice adjacent to lipid surfaces.

As a medicinal chemist in the 60s and 70s, I constructed permanent models of a number of
neurotransmitters and hormones and found, to my surprise, that their dimensions corresponded
to linear elements of hydration. When the study was extended to water-soluble enzymes, it
appeared that their anhydrous cores corresponded to the spatial units in cubic ice.

Since I was employed and the information was being used to develop drugs, it could
not be published. However, when I retired in 1987 and the company was sold in
1988, I was able to publish The Matrix of Life in 1991 with the proposal that it
is transient linear elements of hydration in cubic ice conformations which guide
polypeptides and biomolecules spontaneously into orderly assemblies. 4

However, mine was not the first proposal of ice-like molecules in liquid water. In 1944,
..
Erin Schrodinger, in his little book, What is Life?, proposed that there must be
some sort of order in water to have moved natural molecules spontaneously from randomness to order to form the living cell.5 In 1970, nuclear magnetic resonance
studies revealed that water adjacent to proteins and nucleic acids exhibits the peaks of
of ice as well as liquid water 6 and numerous subsequent studies revealed that water
exhibits structuring properties around proteins 7 and on lipid surfaces.8 In 1969, molecular
orbital calculations suggested that the trimer, with three molecules bonded together in a

linear element, might be the most stable structural-unit in liquid water 9 and, in 1984,
that linear elements of five or six water molecules might form on lipid surfaces.10

Experimentally, the first evidence of the trimer in liquid water came in 1972 when X-rays
were deflected from the surface of liquid water.11
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A major peak at 2.9 Angstroms in the X-ray pattern was identified as the mean distance
between water molecules hydrogen-bonded together in the dynamic liquid state
while two minor peaks at 4.5 and 6.8 Angstroms corresponded to the trimer and
o
tetramer, bonded together at 2.76A, the same as cubic ice.12 Finally, in 2004, the trimer

was identified in liquid water by bombardment with high-energy neutrons. 13
However, it was not until 2010 that Dr. Sow-Hsin Chen, in a broad collaborative study,
found that, as the native polypeptide of lysozyme enzyme wraps to form the functional protein,
“water follows accurately all the protein behavior, detailing properly its structural
and dynamical changes in this transition from native to denatured.” 14 For the first time,
high-resolution nuclear magnetic resonance had been used to follow the protons in surface
water and provide experimental evidence that water initially covers all surfaces of polypeptides
as they are released from ribosomes, but then, is spontaneously lost from lipid surfaces to
form the anhydrous cores of proteins. A companion study reported that “tetrahedral
order” is increased on “conserved helices and corresponding non-helical counter-parts” and that
“longer helices exhibit significantly longer residence times.” 15 Coupled with a 1970 thermodynamic study which indicated there is “an enthalpy-entropy compensation phenomenon
which occurs in water as molecules approach the surface of proteins,” 16 and one in 2009
that water forms linear elements in cubic ice forms on the super-cooled surface of graphite,17
it appeared that, indeed, water may form transient linear elements in cubic forms on nonhydrogen-bonding surfaces of polypeptides to provide direction, and then on leaving,
provide the energy to form the orderly compact dehydrated cores of proteins.8
But, before we move further into protein assembly, we must understand more about water,
aminoacids and polypeptides. Water molecules, with positive hydrogen atoms on two corners
of an oxygen atom and two negatively-charged electron orbitals at the other two corners,
form attachments at all kinds of angles and distances to form liquid water.18 The bonds last
about a million millionth of a second
and continually form new attacho
19
ments. When cooled to 0 C, the

Liquid Water

Cubic Ice

Hexagonal Ice

molecules are too close together
to form ice bonds and must be on
a surface where atoms are in hexagonal positions, like those in ice, in order to freeze.18
When ice-bonds form, the electron orbital of the oxygen atom in one water molecule overlaps
the hydrogen atom in another water molecule to form a relatively ridged covalent-like
linear bond.20 As linear bonding proceeds, the ice produced is cubic, 12 but it rapidly
isomerizes to the more common and stable hexagonal form with the hexagons in the
planes over each other.21
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the left, has a different side-chain to regulate the liquid or ice-like bonding properties of water molecules above and below.
the chain. Although figures are idealized,
hopefully, they will provide a view of how
the side-chains of the aminoacids interact
with surface water to regulate assembly.

Glycine, with no side-chain to shield it, usually hydrogen-bonds directly with surface water,
accepts units of energy from water and produces changes in direction of chains. Serine, with an
oxygen on its alpha carbon, either fits the oxygen into the ice-like hexagonal patterning
that is generated around the lipid regions of the chain, or forms a liquid-like bonds with surface
water to disrupt hydration order and produce turns and wide hydrating loops to increase solubility.
On the other hand, the sulfur atom in cysteine, by not hydrogen-bonding readily with water,
usually behaves like the aminoacids in Rows 2 and 3; all of which have side-chains which
do not hydrogen-bond with adjacent water and reinforce cubic patterning. Aminoacids
acids in Row 4 have extended side-chains, with hydrogens on alpha carbons which
shield segments of the chain from binding with water but polar and ionic heads
which either fit into ordering positions of water molecules, or disrupt order in adjacent
hydration layers. Arginine has such a large, positively-charged end-group that it often, like
the aminoacids in the bottom row, disrupts order ato produce changes in polypeptide
direction. Proline is unique in that it does not permit normal polypeptide bonding with adjacent
aminoacids - it always produces changes in chain direction.
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C, linear elements of hydglycine
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ration (2.76 Angstroms
between molecules) continually generate hexagonal patterning in layers above and below the ordering
side-chains, while glycine and serine, as shown on the right above, disrupt hydration
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order by hydrogen-bonding directly with water above and below the chain.
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However, the drawing above is deceptive - at any instant, most water molecules will be
in random positions - only occasionally, will order be in some units of water molecules,
and propagate out to form linear elements in cubic probability positions in other locations. What
is essential to realize is that bonding between water molecules is a thousands of times faster
than the movements of molecules. Molecules must experience a flickering of hydration
order around them - like blades of a fan which occupy space, but only part of the time.
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If we look at idealized front views of positions of ordered water molecules over time,
we can see the order induced by lipid surfaces. Notice that the side-chains of valine and phenylalanine on the left, induce periodic ordering across four levels while the ionic end of the
glutamic acid side-chain, in the figure on the right, supports limited order in level -1 but its ionic
head, by hydrogen-bonding water molecules around it to delocalize its charge, disrupts local
order in levels -1 and -2.

On the other hand, if lipid side-chains are on both sides of a segment of polypeptide, they
have such a dominant tendancy to combine that, as the polypeptide enters an enlargement
in the ribosomal tunnel, it forms a pre-coil “compact state” which then converts into
the finished coils and protein when it contacts the water.22
Front View
If peptides like glycine, serine or aspartic acid, are in every2
other position on one side, linear elements of hydration form
valine
1
on the other side, and then on leaving, permit that side
0
to combine with a lipid surface of the same quantized
length. Of course, if small water-binding aminoacids are on
both upper and lower surfaces, segments will twist and turn
aspartic acid
and form polar loops to increase mobility and solubility.

Although protein structures are presented in multiple orientations, hydration analyses
must be performed on orientations which correspond most closely to those that reveal
the role of linear elements of hydration in the assembly. For example in the analysis
of insulin, the configuration reported
Top Views
by Hodgkin et al. in 1971,22 was chosen
with the xy plane of the insulin molecule positioned over the xy plane of the
cubic lattice and the linear segments
and major coils in line with linear
elements in the cubic lattice.
Once that was done, the molecule
and lattice could be viewed in multiple
orientations perpendicular to the
z axis. As shown on the right, a
close spatial relationship is revealed
in three cubic orientations.
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When analyzed as illustrated in the central Front View, the central section of B is composed
of so many hydration-ordering peptides, that it rapidly forms a coil between the two glycines,25
with a short linear segment down to a third glycine. A linear segment then passes up the
lipid back side of the coil with the release of unstable ordered water from both surfaces.
At the top of B, the linear segment with lipid on the back side, curves over the top of
the coil to position the aromatic ring of phenylalanine next to valine on the coil.
The A-unit, composed of two short coils and a short linear segment with hydrationordering front side, binds to the lipid back side of B to form the finished protein.
Segment C is filled with glycines and prolines to provide the mobility required to carry
A into B. Segment D forms a number of coils to transport the insulin molecule through
membranes. C an D are removed enzymatically to release insulin into the blood-stream.
With only one hydration-ordering surface left on the coil (on the lower right-hand side),
insulin binds that side into binding sites in membrane receptors to displace cubicallyordered water, alter shape of the membrane and increase the uptake of glucose into cells.26
Just as most of the outer-surface of the insulin molecule is covered by order-disrupting
ionic and polar peptides to increase stability and solubility, most surfaces of water-soluble
enzymes are covered by order-disrupting peptides; only small regions around reaction
sites are surrounded by ordering peptides to direct substrates into the sites and bind
them tightly for catalytic reactions. For example, in the analysis of the carboxypeptidase
A enzyme, 27 the molecule was oriented so that the long 307 coil and most of the shorter
coils were parallel to to linear elements in the cubic lattice.
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On the left, the upper surface of the molecule in the crystalline lattice is viewed over the
o
regular hexagonal pattern of water molecules in the cubic lattice, 2.25A apart in the
plane. Notice in the front view with the cubic lattice behind it, that the coils and linear
segments present an entirely different appearance: it is as if they are floating on the planes of icelike water molecules which are numbered to define position. However, it must be remembered although the cubic lattice is illustrated as a complete unit, only small linear segments are
present at any instant as the polypeptide is folding. Lattices presented behind the protein
are simply composites of all the linear elements which were propagated as unstable
units which left to permit the lipid regions to bind together.
With the xy coordinates of the molecule and cubic lattice overlapped and the upper
surface of the molecule at level designated as 2 in the front view, four of the oxygens
of serine peptides at positions 157, 158, 159 and 162 are in 2
spatial locations at level 0 to hydrogen-bond with transient linear 1
157
158
elements of hydration which tunnel positive charges out from 0
159
162
Zn
the reaction site, with the zinc ion at the center to direct negatively- -1
charged ends of polypeptide chains into site for cleavage.28
Of critical importance, based on multiple analyses,29 is the fact that
once cubic hydration patterning is established around primary
structural units in a polypeptide, it is maintained as a quantized
pattern, not only to direct assembly, but enzymatic activity and
lipid-binding with other proteins.4 Ionic and hydrogen bonding
between proteins and other molecules may be at multiple angles
but binding between lipid surfaces to form anhydrous cores appears
to be guided by cubic patterning.
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In his book in 1944, Erwin Schrodinger also proposed that there might be a law, other than
thermodynamics, to guide natural molecules spontaneously from randomness toward order.4
Based on the above analysis of the spontaneous folding and assembly of polypeptides to produce
proteins, cubic spatial patterning, may be that “Law.” However, at the present time, there is no
acceptance or even recognition that cubic hydration patterning may play a role in biomolecular functions and it may be a number of years before it is recognized as important.
The Lumry and Rajender study provided thermodynamic evidence that water forms
ordered units on surfaces;16 the Chen study, that water forms on all surfaces of polypeptides
before they form proteins; 14 the Zewail study that surface water forms linear elements and cubic
17
structures on non-polar and poly-ionic surfaces;

and, rational interpretions have
29

been developed for five proteins based on the Transient Linear Hydration Hypothesis,

and yet, there is no recognition that even linear hydration may occur on lipid surfaces.
Since it is extremely difficult to calculate energy changes in water-bonding,30 it may be that
we will have to wait for advanced computer science to provide positive or negative evidence
for the hypothesis and its value in interpreting the role of water in the living cell.
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